
Mountain guide service IFMGA/UIAGM 1 skiing day 

1 helicopter flight (Sella Hut, Testa Grigia, Verra Gletscher, Felik Gletscher,

Lys Gletscher)

Flight taxes for the included flights 

Heliski option for additional flights (see point additional helicopter flights)

Safety equipment: ABS backpack, avalanche transceiver, probe and shuffle

Special renting prices for ski and snowboard equipment

Organization of accommodation/hotel on request

       Included services:

MY FIRST HELISKI DAY 

 GRESSONEY MONTE ROSA 2022

STARTING FROM € 360 per person 

1 helicopter flight

https://www.heli-guides.com/en/
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simbolo_dell%27euro


"My first heliski day", the perfect start up for those who want to try this fascinating way

of skiing and snowboarding. Gressoney, on the south side of the Monte Rosa, is the

gateway to paradise for skiers, snowboarders and freeriders, offering every day new

experiences. Our heliski area extends from the Matterhorn, crossing the Breithorn massif

until the southeast side of Monte Rosa. With more than 60 runs and the unique mountain

scenery, the area is one of the most spectacular heliski area of the Alps. On the Monte

Rosa everybody will find, independently of snow-, avalanche- and weather-conditions,

the perfect terrain for unique experiences.

Additional helicopter flights and costs for a group of 4 participants:

Euro 200,00 per person and flight on glacier flights and Euro 165,00 per person and flight

on flight to Bettolina, Sella, Testa Grigia (flight tax included - flight in a group of 4

participants. Flight prices increase in a smaller group). The vertical drops depending on

the landing place lie between 1000vm and 2400vm.

Ski pass if necessary, rental equipment not included, lunch, drinks, and all other services

are not included.

Price per person: 

 

4 participants:  Euro 360.00 per person

3 participants:  Euro 480.00 per person

2 participants:  Euro 720.00 per person

1 participant:   Euro 1440.00                

 

Included any taxes that may apply. Daily available from 20.12. – 15.05., 

depending on the weather-, snow- and avalanche conditions.

 

Helicopter: 

Airbus helicopter AS 350 Ecureuil B3 

Itinerary:

Meeting point is 8.30am in our office in Staffal or by appointment. Meet & greet, material

check and presentation of the daily program. We have a flexible program depending on the

snow-, avalanche- and weather condition. The guide will choose the best possibilities and is

available for the group the entire day.

 

 

How to find us:

Our office is located in the building of Hotel Nordend, nearby the bar FitzRoy, a 3-minute

walk from the cable cars of Staffal Gressoney la Trinite. Google Maps: Heliski Gressoney.

Fraz. Tschaval 5, 11020 Gressoney la Trinité, (AO) Italia.
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Cancellation insurance and health insurance:

We always recommend a travel cancellation insurance, baggage insurance as well

as travel and accident insurance.

https://goo.gl/maps/Mxi6Cug2uGBYuFCT8

